2017 ACS National Student Writing Competition Finalists and Winners

Confirmed Judge Panel

- **Dean Erwin Chemerinsky**, University of California, Berkeley School of Law
- **Hon. Holly J. Fujie**, Superior Court of Los Angeles County in California
- **Hon. (Ret.) Royal Ferguson**, US District Court for Western District of Texas and Dean of University of North Texas at Dallas College of Law
- **Hon. Jesse Furman**, US District Court for the Southern District of New York
- **Prof. Katherine Macfarlane**, University of Idaho College of Law
- **Prof. Olivier Sylvain**, Fordham Law School

Winner

**Juvenile Miranda Waivers and Wrongful Convictions**
-Hana Sahdev, Boston College Law School;

Runners-Up

**Domestic Violence in Cyberspace: The Legal Implications of Revenge Pornography & the Need for Criminalization.**
-Rosemarie Aleman, University of North Carolina School of Law

**Not Your Mouthpiece: Abortion, Ideology, and Compelled Speech in Physician-Patient Relationships.**
-Sarah Kramer, University of Pennsylvania Law School;

Other Finalists

- **Ashley Blas**, University of Toledo College of Law; *The Danger of Silence: How the Political Activities Prohibition Negatively Affects Nonprofit Domestic Violence Organizations and the Case for Broader Federal Protection.*
- **Zachary N. Ferguson**, Duke University School of Law; *Rule 24 Notwithstanding: Why Article III Should Not Limit Intervention of Right.*
- **Neal Modi**, University of Virginia School of Law; *Toward an International Right Against Self-Incrimination: Expanding the Fifth Amendment's "Compelled."
- **James Tyer**, University of Florida Levin College of Law; *Republican Government and Positive Right to Vote.*